STRAIGHT OUTTA
COMPTON
As the Champions
League T20 reached
an exciting climax,
Somerset’s Nick
Compton looked back
on the Cidermen’s
campaign both on and
off the field.
OCTOBER 7

“I thought this was going to be my last
game,” said Murali Kartik following our
dramatic victory against Warriors, a win
that propelled us into the semi-finals of
the Nokia CLT20. Somehow we’d done it
again and beaten a team regarded by many
as the strongest in the competition. Murali
and I laughed, a little nervously, as we took
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another swig from our bottles of Kingfisher,
the reality slowly dawning on us that we
were through to the semis and one of the
best four domestic teams in the world.
I can’t think of a more appropriate time
to sit down and reflect on our time here
in India, and one thing’s for sure: anyone
who doubted the Twenty20 format (and
I include myself in this small ‘old guard’
minority) must seriously think again. Put
simply, I’ve just witnessed one of the best
games of cricket I’ve ever seen.
The first semi-final, between Royal
Challengers Bangalore and New South
Wales, comes as close to the word
unbelievable as you’ll ever see. Largely due
to the ‘ambidextrous’ strokeplay of Dave
Warner, who hammered his second ton
in as many matches, New South Wales
smashed 203 from their 20 overs. The likes
of Warner (who seems to clear the ropes
more easily ‘wrong-handed’ than most
of us do batting normally) have certainly
taken T20 to another level, but just when
it seemed like we would see an Australia

“I thought I was doing
well when I got a free
Starbucks in Taunton,
but this takes it to a new
level”
side in the final, RCB’s mighty trio of Gayle,
Dilshan and Kohli took their side home
with nine balls to spare.
Chris Gayle’s power and the
consummate ease with which he clears
the ropes makes me feel very human
– he certainly isn’t! His mishits are going 10
rows back and his bat is almost double the
weight of mine! I picked one of his blades
up the other day and it is massive; it speaks
volumes about the strength of this guy that
he can lift it at all. Virat Kohli is the next
big thing in India and I can see why; he is
a serious player and for a relatively small
guy he hits ‘em pretty big too.

Lap of honour: best mates Pete Trego and Roelof van der Merwe acknowledge the crowd
after Somerset’s fine win against Warriors

As for me, I’m up later than I really
should be because my adrenalin is
pumping after that amazing game and
I’m anticipating another in our semifinal tomorrow night. Whatever
happens, this is sure to be the most
unforgettable experience of my
life. Playing cricket in India is
something to savour. It’s a
religion here and people are
totally absorbed by the
game and their
heroes.

Everywhere we go cricket-lovers run
up holding out their phones in the hope of
a photo. For any of us to get this adoration
and attention is special – damn right it
feels good! And so it should, although I am
still wondering why I haven’t caught the
attentions of Bollywood yet!
I thought I was doing
well when I got a
free Starbucks
in Taunton after
a good innings
for Somerset,
but this takes
it to a new level.
Playing against
the likes of Brett
Lee, Chris Gayle and
Jacques Kallis is about
as good as it gets.
Looking back, when we
arrived we certainly had
very low expectations. Not
that low that we didn’t think it
was worth turning up, but
without some
of our key T20

performers we thought competing on this
world stage was going to be very tough.
This created a relaxed attitude that has
definitely brought more fun and enjoyment
to our preparations but yet has also helped
us stay focused. All the players have stood
up and taken added responsibility, and for
this reason it makes getting to the semis
that much sweeter.
There’s been a lot of down time in
between games and practice, which at
times has been a little monotonous. But I
did manage to escape for a few hours the
other day to visit the local city market in
Bangalore. This was as authentic India
as it gets – a huge market selling flowers,
steel, clothes, spices, the lot. It was crazy,
full of people pushing to get past, tuktuks weaving in and out of non-existent
spaces and – just for good measure – cows
wandering the streets. I took some good
pictures as I have always found the faces
and colours of India so interesting – there’s
a real earthy feel here and it was amazing
to see how innovative the Indian sellers are
at creating something they can sell out of
anything they come across.

Sling when you’re winning: Lasith Malinga’s devastating
yorkers ended Somerset’s Champions League dream
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Saturday was a dark day for English
sport, with England succumbing to the
French in the Rugby World Cup (always a
bitter pill to swallow) followed by our own
defeat. It was one of those games full of ‘ifs’
and ‘buts’ (what if Jos Buttler’s rifled drive
hadn’t cannoned into Craig Kieswetter?),
which added to the disappointment, but we
have to be proud of our performance at the
end of a long, hard season. This experience
has given us all a huge boost in belief going
into next year.
We probably exceeded our and
everyone’s expectations and can return
with heads held high at the thought of
coming so far. On behalf of Somerset I want
to say a huge thanks to our supporters. All
the tweets and Facebook messages have
made a huge difference, in particular the
Somerset fans who by all accounts have
been right behind us all the way. Have a
great winter all… let’s hope for another endof-season trip next year.

Street life: Bangalore’s markets are an assault on the senses
Our lodgings over the past two weeks
have been altogether grander, and our
hotel in Bangalore can only be described
as a seven-star paradise. There are five
restaurants to choose from and, with the
UB City mall around the corner, we aren’t
struggling for good food. Curry has been
a staple diet but a few of the boys have
been feeling the ill effects from one too
many (it’s amazing how the locals have it
three meals a day) so have resorted to good
old pizza and steak.
As for keeping ourselves entertained in
between matches, there are a few jokers in
the team – Steve Kirby, for instance. With
our big ginger fast bowler there’s never a
dull moment. He keeps us amused with
his outfits – the best being his camouflage
shorts and grey socks worn during our inhouse golf day. He’s priceless, but takes all
the banter well and when it comes to cricket
he’s one of the most professional people
I know. Moving on to some of the others,
Pete Trego and Roeloef Van der Merwe
have become best mates; it’s hard not to
find them attached to one another’s hips
escaping for a smoke break or a quick pint!
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For the big stars, it’s business as
usual here in India, but for us it’s like
a different world – travelling to new
cities, staying in top hotels, all in the
name of cricket. It has humbled us
and made us really appreciate being
here. We’ve been underdogs going out
to have a good time, but we’ve shown
real character and resource. Maybe
there is some merit in Murali’s
downbeat expectations…

OCTOBER 10

Well, that’s all folks! All
done and dusted for the
year, and – like all good
things – our run in this
year’s Champions League
Twenty20 has come to an
end. This time it was on a
very sweaty night in Chennai at
the hands of Mumbai Indians.
Kirby goes bananas: Somerset’s
team joker Steve Kirby celebrates
another wicket

“All the players have
stood up and taken
responsibility; it makes
getting to the semis
that much sweeter”

